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What is theStore2?

Business Purpose
Why?

Simple interface

The realistic impression 
of interacting with an 
in-store environment

Flexible analytical engine 
which provides calculations 

and optimizations 
suited to the user’s needs

Perfect for training and running 
consumer tests for new ideas

theStore2 retail lab is a state-of-the-art, easy to use tool package that helps you plan your in-store space in 
an optimal way. Manage product categories, plan the shelf layout and analyze how fl oor design translates 
into sales. With theStore2 you can also carry out market research and train sales representatives.

Build e�  cient retail space faster

Get a higher ROI on your retail space with dedicated, 
versatile analytics that help you achieve the best results

Managing information about various layouts of your 
space becomes easy thanks to 3D concepts stored 
in a single database

Category management ideas and promotional displays 
are presented in an attractive way, clear for the viewer

Thanks to reliable pretests, you can implement chang-
es in the store without taking unnecessary risks

Catman strategies can be implemented fast thanks 
to virtual training, during which your fi eldwork sta�  
can master practical skills

Intel about category management is transferred to 
the tools used in the organization
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How does it work

Planning your space

Creating planograms and 
working on category manage-
ment has never been that easy

Realistic visuals and accurate
planning thanks to the 3D
technology

 
Convincing and e� ective ideas 
for arranging the retail space

Pre-testing

Store simulator is a great test 
environment for studying buy-
ers’ reaction before the imple-
mentation of your project

 
Selecton of the most profi t-
able solutions

Analytics and Optimization

Mathematical models will indi-
cate the optimal direction

Create your own statistics 
and calculations

Coordination with external 
Databases

Space design supported by re-
liable Analyses

Training

Sales representatives can 
practice their skills in the vir-
tual space

Increased accuracy of internal 
trainings and fi eldwork execution
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theStore2 in a business process

EdgeNPD clients examples

See more at

save time and money 
on preparing concepts

collaborate with your 
partners in full 3d 
retail envinronment

show appealing con-
cepts to your business 
and retail partners

choose the best trade 
marketing concepts 
future scenarios for 
roll-out

pretest ideas in labo-
ratory by confronting 
them with consumers in 
3d virtual simmulation

practical and e� ective 
trainings for sales-
force, trade marketing 
and catman

3d simmulations make 
knowledge transfer 
accesible and e�  cient

use data from the cur-
rent retail campaign to 
make more accurate 
plans in the future

“
For whom?

Category managers 

Trade marketers 

New Product Development

Sales Reps Training Teams

Revenue management 

Piotr Przerwa, Insights Director, Coca-Cola

theStore is a game changer on the retail market. With this amazing tool we can analyse and imple-
ment di� erent ideas of increasing the chances of purchase in the store space. It has proved invalu-
able during presentations and business negotiations. Great advantage of this tool is an opportunity 
that it provides to measure di� erent scenarios which are di�  cult to test in other ways, after that it 

gives clear, quantifi ed results which lead to actionable recommendations.“theStore is a game changer on the retail market. With this amazing tool we can analyse and imple-“theStore is a game changer on the retail market. With this amazing tool we can analyse and imple-
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